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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
•

ISC operationalized at the Dent Institute since January 2021

•

Currently used for diagnosis of MCI-AD diagnosis

•

Demonstrated immediate clinical value by facilitating the diagnostic
process

•

The number of memory clinic patients undergoing cognitive testing
increased by 100%

•

Waiting time for in-person neuropsychology evaluation has shortened
by 38%

•

Total volume of neuropsychology assessments increased by 146%

•

Successfully billed Medicare and regional commercial plans

After a trial period, the Digital Cognitive Assessment clinical service launched in early
2021 at the Dent Neurologic Institute, utilizing the Philips IntelliSpace Cognition (ISC)
product. The service is currently used in the patient population of the Dent Memory
Clinic, in the diagnosis of Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and dementia.
Implementation was applied in a stepwise approach, with a slow increase of monthly
cases, and with continuous evaluation of practical aspects, concerns and benefits,
involving the stakeholders. The utilization has gradually increased and by the last
quarter of the year has reached 40 cases per month on average. During this period ISC
has become a frequently used diagnostic modality in the Dent Memory clinic,
predominantly in the evaluation of new patients. Depending on the presentation, it
may be utilized as first line diagnostic tool, or ordered after the other initial workup
(MRI, bloodwork, and sleep study) is completed. This process begins with a qualified
provider. Regional payers have mandated a neurological evaluation prior to ordering
the ISC test. ISC assessment was performed in 255 patients between January and
November 2021.
When creating this program and in the continuous evaluation of performance, three
key areas were identified as factors of success, and were the focus of analysis: workflow,
clinical value, and reimbursement. The sections in the paper will address each of these
aspects of ISC clinical utilization at the Dent Neurologic Institute.
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O PERATIONAL

AND WORKFLOW QUESTI ONS : WHERE TO START

Prior to creating an ISC program it is important to consider the following


Who will administer ISC? Create comprehensive training including policies
and procedures and ensure payer requirements are met



Who interprets: neurologist or neuropsychologist?



How will the results be transferred to the neurologist’s office?



Understand billing codes, allowable and payer policies



Locate a designated quiet space



ISC requires an iPad Pro and a secure Wi-Fi connection

Operation
The Digital Cognitive Assessment At the Dent Institute is a standalone ancillary service
and integrates into operations similarly to other diagnostic tests, such as imaging. This
service operates out of the neuropsychology clinic.
Every patient who is referred to ISC is first evaluated by the neurologist. Digital cognitive
assessment is ordered only in cases with proper clinical indication. Important to know:
currently ISC testing at Dent is reimbursed only if ordered by a specialist, and cannot
be utilized as a screening tool ordered by the primary care physician. The test is
completed by appointment in the neuropsychology clinic, and appointments can often
be accommodated within a week. The assessment is administered by a trained technician
and the interpretation of the test results is completed by the neuropsychologist online,
via the web-based clinician portal or the PDF report that is generated.
Ancillary service vs. evaluation at the neurologist’s office
Initially, ISC was implemented in the neurology offices of the Memory Clinic, between
patient visits on the day of the first consult or later by a scheduled appointment. However,
it was difficult to fit the testing into the established clinic workflow. In this busy practice,
which typically schedules approximately 160 new patients per month, it was not feasible
to perform more than one or two same day, non-scheduled assessments per week. When
patients were scheduled for the assessment within clinic hours, it disrupted the workflow
and the appropriate testing environment could not be assured. Realizing that this may
lead to abandonment of the digital testing, the decision was made to create the ancillary
4

model, which was immediately found to be more efficient, both in terms of productivity
and quality.
Digital Cognitive Assessment (DCA) is directly available for scheduling in the Electronic
Medical Records software, similar to MRI or EEG. DCA blocks were created in the
neuropsychology weekly schedule with up to 14 in-person tests per week, over two days.
This design allowed the technicians to quickly become familiar and confident with the
product. Efficiencies were realized and the program started to align. The direct supervision
and training by the neuropsychologist also helped to assure quality of the assessment.
The ancillary service model is successful because of the integration of neuropsychology
at the Dent Institute. However, smaller practices and those without in-house
neuropsychology services could benefit from performing the digital cognitive test at the
neurology offices, especially in an introductory period when the volumes may be lower.
Additional considerations in favor of the ancillary model:
1) The Digital Cognitive Assessment service can support subspecialty clinics within a
comprehensive neurological center. In the future ISC will be considered for other
neurologic conditions such as multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury, Transient
Ischemic Attack (TIA) and stroke. The current battery of tests along with the
“symbol number matching test,” similar to the well-known Symbol Digit Modalities
Test, is planned to be deployed soon for evaluation of multiple sclerosis patients
at the Dent Institute.
2) While some neurologists are comfortable interpreting the cognitive test results,
others may prefer utilizing the neuropsychologist approach.

Figures 1 and 2 below illustrate the diagnostic algorithm at the Dent Memory Clinic for
both new patients and those who are seen at other Dent clinics for a different condition.
With the approval of the anti-amyloid monoclonal antibody aducanumab (brand name:
Aduhelm®) by the Food and Drug Administration in June 2021, the era of Alzheimer’s
disease modifying therapies has started. This has altered the diagnostic workflow of
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patients with subjective cognitive complaints and amnestic mild cognitive impairment.
ISC testing has been integrated into this diagnostic workflow.

Figure 1. Summary of the MCI-AD diagnostic pathway up to the point when potential candidates
for disease modifying therapy undergo lumbar puncture. As highlighted in blue, ISC testing is
scheduled along with other diagnostic tests when appropriate, both for new and existing patients
of the Dent Institute. Cognitive testing findings are discussed together with other test results in a
second in-office visit, when a decision is made about further diagnostic or therapeutic steps.
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Figure 2. Aduhelm® pathway: after receiving lumbar puncture results positive for the presence of
amyloid the patient may consider the infusion therapy. During the first year of the therapy four
serial MRI exams are completed to assess for Amyloid Related Imaging Abnormalities (ARIA). At
one year a repeat ISC testing is performed, followed by the annual clinical visit.

Workflow considerations for IntelliSpace Cognition
Step by Step
The assessment is conducted on an iPad Pro. For detailed instructions please refer to the
Philips comprehensive training booklet. Technicians enter the patient’s educational level,
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suspected disease and relevant clinical notes on the demographics page. This information
will be used in the normative comparison or as notes for the person interpreting the test.
Once the patient is added to the system, a new assessment can be created on the next
page. The available individual cognitive tests are listed in alphabetical order, however the
test battery can be conveniently generated with one click on the Cognitive assessment
button. The tests will be automatically ordered according to the standardization and
cannot be deleted from the battery, which is a helpful quality assurance feature. It is
possible to create a custom assessment by adding only select tests, however, in this case
normative comparison is not provided due to deviation from standardization. The
technicians are expected to provide further clinical and behavioral data in the notes – see
below for details.
Technical factors, ease of use
Testing and interpretation have proven to be efficient and effective. All data is stored in
the cloud, with easy access. The website and the interface are user friendly; software
updates have not interfered with timely interpretation. The interpretation can be
completed on either the app or on the website – the latter practice is used at the Dent,
since it is ideal for remote work.
Important: Tester training requirements
Proper training and oversight of technicians is critical. It is important to execute the testing
in a standardized manner. At the Dent Institute, any technician who works with ISC is
trained by the board certified clinical neuropsychologist. This ensures that both technical
and ethical guidelines are followed. It is important that technician training is included in
the policies and procedures. Training technicians to use an iPad Pro is simple, as the
application does not require any special technical skill. Training to respond to and support
the patient without interfering with or altering the test responses takes time and
experience. There are also additional requirements that must be followed, such as no third
party is allowed in the testing room, and vision and hearing impairment must be
corrected. Technicians may only re-direct the patient to the task instructions if the patient
asks for clarification. The expectation at the Dent Institute is that any issues related to the
testing process (such as incomplete or repeated tests) is brought directly to the attention
of the neuropsychologist. Furthermore, technicians are trained to enter observations in
the notes section on the platform. So that in the event of a discontinued task, for example,
if a patient refuses to complete a task or inadvertently ends a task or was too impaired to
understand instruction there is information immediately available pertaining to the
testing workflow. Further, critical information pertaining to the patient’s presentation that
may have skewed patient performance on that particular day is available for the
neuropsychologist to aid interpretation of data, similar to standard practice in a
comprehensive outpatient evaluation.
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Clinical and behavioral notes
Technicians are asked to provide behavioral observational data, such as whether or not a
patient was resistive or argumentative, questioning the rationale for the testing,
requesting frequent feedback about their performance, or demonstrating a lack of insight
into a very impaired performance. When there are no issues at all, the technicians record
“Patient was cooperative and completed all tasks independently.”
They are further required to do a brief history and review of instrumental activities of daily
living, such as managing medications and finances, driving independently or meal
preparation. History of major neurological and psychiatric diseases are also reported from
medical records.
Interpretation
Since this is a cloud based service, the interpretation can be completed remotely on the
clinician portal. Results can be reviewed on the user portal where pdf reports can also be
generated. The reports later can be added to the patient’s data in EHR. The generated
report is very long (30-40 pages), however the results are summarized on page one. This
is also where expert opinion can be added.
Time commitment
Each patient requires approximately 50 minutes to complete the assessment. Technicians
require an additional 10-15 minutes to document history and observations as described
above. In order to be reimbursed for professional interpretation, at least 31 minutes must
be spent reviewing each patient history, and test results for interpretation. In a typical
case (when 45-60 minutes are used for testing and at least 31 minute for interpretation)
both technical codes and professional code is billed.
For patients whose test scores fall within normal limits based on the pie graph summary
(i.e. >25 percentile across domains), a summary statement is written indicating “patient
performed within normal limits on this exam”. In such cases, it is typically unnecessary to
spend 31 minutes or more interpreting the results. Thus only the technical codes 96138
and 96139 are billed, not the professional code 96132.
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C LINICAL V ALUE :

THE NEUROLOGIST ’ S PERSPECTIVE
Key points



ISC provides actionable data in care of MCI and
Alzheimer’s



Accelerates workflow and clinical decision making



Helps with “triaging” for outpatient neuropsychology
evaluation

When is ISC applied at the Dent Institute?
As previously mentioned, at the Memory Clinic of the Dent Institute the IntelliSpace
Cognition is currently utilized in the diagnostic workup of Mild Cognitive Impairment and
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Prior to the introduction of ISC the cognitive evaluation relied
on the combination of in-office screening tools (MoCA, SLUMS) and, when necessary,
outpatient neuropsychology testing. The pace of this conventional diagnostic workflow
largely depends on the availability of in-person neuropsychological service. In previous
years on average 10% of new patients were referred to outpatient evaluation.
Today these screening tools are still used in the initial evaluation of each patient. ISC
testing is ordered when there is a need for a more detailed understanding of the cognitive
status in this patient population. In the test period of May-November 2021 ISC testing
was completed in 20-25% of new patients at the Dent Memory Clinic.
ISC is most commonly ordered when:
 There is a suspicion of MCI and further confirmation is needed due to changes
reported in everyday life or a strong family history of dementia. It was found useful
when looking for an Alzheimer’s pattern.
 When the patient is highly educated and performs very well on the SLUMS or the
MoCA.
 In patients who are considered candidates for Alzheimer’s disease modifying
treatment (currently Aduhelm®).
 Annual monitoring for patients receiving Alzheimer’s disease modifying therapy.
 ISC can help assess the chance of further decline in patients with MCI and guide
the decision between starting medication and monitoring.
 ISC is also planned to be used annually in patients diagnosed with MCI who are
being monitored without medication.
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Advantages compared to conventional diagnostic workflow
In the past an in-depth assessment require a formal neuropsychology evaluation, which
often took weeks or months to schedule. In all of the described scenarios, ISC has
accelerated the diagnostic process simply by delivering a significantly more granular and
comprehensive analysis of cognitive performance than currently available via routine
screening tools. The insights of ISC are not as broad and thorough as those provided by
a full neuropsychological assessment, but were sufficient to advance the diagnostic
process for MCI and AD. This has been found particularly useful in the following cases:
 In MCI, when more evidence is needed to confirm Alzheimer’s pattern, or to guide
the treatment plan.
 Confirms MCI when routine assessment reveals only subjective cognitive
complaints.
 On one occurrence the initial diagnosis was MCI but the ISC revealed more
significant deficits, prompting immediate initiation of pharmacotherapy.
 In general, significant deficits in MCI patients revealed by ISC infer that the chance
for further decline is greater, lowering the threshold to initiate pharmacotherapy,
or other treatments including life planning, or advanced directives.
 Subjective memory impairment for any reason (anxiety, etc) could be further
investigated and there were cases when the patient could be reassured by a normal
ISC result.

ISC as “triage” for outpatient neuropsychology in the evaluation of MCI
The ISC application delivers clinically actionable data points in MCI-AD and thus can
substitute for full-scale evaluation in certain cases while serving as adjunct in other cases.
When ISC confirms the objective deficit, a high chance for further decline, or that the
patient is already in the stage of dementia, further outpatient neuropsychology
assessment can often be avoided. Similarly, when an Alzheimer’s pattern is indicated and
there is chance for candidacy for disease modifying therapy, additional
neuropsychological assessment is not ordered but rather, the workup with CSF
biomarkers is completed. This is particularly important when longer wait times could
impact the window of opportunity for treatment. Additionally, sometimes the decision
favors ISC over in-person neuropsychology for practical reasons, such as when it may
prove difficult for the patient to cooperate with hours of testing.
The current test battery, however, is an intermediary step in cognitive assessment; it is
more thorough than a MoCA, MMSE or SLUMS but not as detailed as a comprehensive
in-person neuropsychological evaluation. Therefore, there are cases when there remains
diagnostic uncertainty after ISC testing; for example with language based deficits that
require a formal language assessment or with higher than average intelligence or known
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learning disabilities. In these cases it is still necessary to obtain a formal neuropsychology
assessment, which can be completed after or without the ISC test. But even in those cases
the tests that were included in ISC will not have to be repeated in the in-person evaluation.
Therefore, ISC can essentially serve a triage function, saving capacity of the
neuropsychology clinic.
In summary, ISC helped to increase efficiency of the process leading to a more timely
and accurate treatment algorithm (avoiding the long wait for neuropsychology testing),
but it can also speed up the treatment process and make it more accurate.

C LINICAL V ALUE :

THE NEUROPSYCHOLOGI ST ’ S PERSPECTIVE

The idea of a digital platform may be received with skepticism, due to various concerns
pertaining to test security, standardized test administration, valuable behavioral
observation data, or capturing important diagnostic information such as mood, baseline
intellectual functioning or motivation. At the outpatient neuropsychology practice of the
Dent Institute these concerns were addressed by regular evaluation of test performance
and workflow. Due to its value in creating access for patients who otherwise may be
waiting months for any information pertaining to their current cognitive ability, ISC was
embraced after a brief trial period.

Test battery
IntelliSpace Cognition offers a much more detailed analysis of cognitive functions than a
simple screening tool. The battery of the current clinical release is comprehensive and
includes standardized tests (e.g. Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test or Trail making test).
The assessment has good ability to capture verbal and visual memory functioning, visualspatial construction skills, and some aspects of executive functioning abilities. The
precision with which it can measure processing speed is worth mentioning. Additionally,
MMSE-2, PHQ9, GAD7 and Symbol Number Matching Test can be added to the
assessment.
Some limitations exist: currently there is minimal assessment of language, premorbid
intellectual status, fine motor speed, dexterity, alternating motor programming, or grip
strength. Attention is minimally assessed in a formal manner. Mood is only screened for
with the mentioned brief self-report questionnaires.
From the test scores cognitive domain scores are calculated, based on the cognitive
model developed for ISC by Philips.
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Interpretation
Each test score and cognitive domain score is compared against a normative database,
which is proprietary to this product. This normative data is crucial when utilizing such
platforms to allow to describe what is typical in a defined population. This is a cardinal
feature of ISC.
One should be aware that there are different methods to generate cognitive models and
creating the weighted cognitive domain scores. The cognitive domains in ISC were found
moderately useful in initial experience. Sometimes there is conflict between the report
and what the subjective assessment shows. For example, a patient may have a normal
looking exam with a poor performance on the star cancellation task and the program
summary may then conclude that they have defective processing speed – however,
several other tasks are mediated by processing speed as well. Another example is on Trail
Making Test part B: this task is heavily weighted in the executive functioning domain;
however, sometimes the executive functioning score is deflated if this task is performed
correctly but slowly. Therefore, it is useful to check if any errors were made on the task or
whether the patient was simply slow (trading speed for accuracy). The interpretation
should not conclude impaired executive functioning based on a weakness on this task
alone, as the provided graph would sometimes suggest. The professionals who interpret
the results should be aware that they can perform a qualitative inspection of the data,
which helps to make their own determinations. This is easy on both the website and in
the tablet application, since audio and screen recording is stored for the individual tests.
For example the expert reader can confirm which words did the patient miss in RAVLT,
listen to the tonality of speech or check the speed of Trail Making Test or the order in
which the different parts of the ROCFT figure were copied. This provides a virtual inperson experience for the review.
Clinical data collected by the technician who administers the test is important and
provides a significant portion of the complete clinical picture for the interpretation. It is
crucial for users to understand that the digital technology does not replace (and did not
intend to replace) the expert. It provides a streamlined, automated way to administer the
cognitive test and deliver results, but it does not substitute for contextual information,
such as patient history, psychiatric status, behavioral observations or mood assessment.
That information still must be gathered as part of the assessment. Similarly, the
technology itself does not replace the human intelligence in the integration of these
different information components to formulate a partly quantitative, partly qualitative
opinion. Observational data collected during testing can serve as a quality control for the
validity of the test.
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Scores may be deflated in someone who has no obvious medical history to explain such
a defective presentation except for psychiatric status. In that case the generated effort
index, which consists of embedded performance validity indices, can be helpful. Currently
no standalone performance validity test is available within ISC. Users may want to be
mindful of the limitations of such indices, as a patient with bona fide dementia may in fact
fail performance validity tests in certain cases.
In summary, ISC can potentially allow more access for patients who have significant
neuropsychological impairments by screening out those who are essentially “normal” on
this tool. As such, a neuropsychologist’s time can be more effectively allocated to those
more complex cases in office. The provided normative data is essential and pertains to
this screening functionality – this is an important feature of the ISC and lends value to the
tool. When interpreting the test, neuropsychologists must be aware some of the
limitations explained above. ISC is relatively easy to use but proper training of technicians
is strongly recommended to ensure standardization is adhered to. This is detailed in the
Workflow considerations section.
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C ASE

REPORT

Presentation
A 69 y/o male presented with a 2 year history of subtle onset but increasingly noticeable cognitive
changes. He developed short term memory difficulties, problem recalling conversations, events and at
times he has been repetitive. He has been having difficulty performing small projects in the house, which
were routine to him before. His navigations skills have also been declining, on one occasion he got lost
on the road. Family history was positive for Alzheimer's disease in his grandmother.
On cognitive testing SLUMS score was 21/30, with impaired calculation, category fluency, 1/5 word recall
and difficulty recalling details of a short story. The highest level of education is Bachelor's degree.
Everyday functioning was still preserved. On the Katz index of activities of daily living (basic activities),
his score was 6/6, on the Lawton instrumental activities of daily living scale he scored 6/8 (needs
assistance with food prep and laundry, however this is his baseline).
Initial diagnosis
Diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment was made, with suspicion of underlying Alzheimer's pathology.
Diagnostic tests
Vitamin B12 level was low (162pg/mL), and this was promptly supplemented, yet his cognitive problems
remained.
MRI of the brain revealed only mild chronic microvascular changes in the supratentorial white matter,
but there was cerebral volume loss and the hippocampal volume was at the 12th percentile for age
matched
controls.
Re-evaluation with ISC
The patient was considered as potential candidate for anti-amyloid disease modifying infusion therapy.
To expedite his workup, he was referred for further cognitive assessment, utilizing the Philips IntelliSpace
Cognition software. The ISC test was administered one week after the order was placed. The digital
cognitive assessment revealed severely impaired new learning and delayed recall (1st percentile), and
somewhat diminished processing speed on one task, as well as borderline simple attention. Tests of
executive functioning showed preserved function. He was able to complete the testing efficiently and
independently.
The diagnostic impression was amnestic mild cognitive impairment, and further supported the
suspicion of underlying Alzheimer's pathology.
Cerebrospinal Fluid test
Subsequent CSF analysis revealed decreased amyloid beta 42 level, increased total and
phosphorylated tau levels and elevated p-tau/amyloid beta42 ratio in the spinal fluid, consistent with
the presence of pathological changes associated with Alzheimer's disease.
Conclusion
ISC digital cognitive assessment was helpful in confirming the diagnosis of amnestic MCI, contributed
to the diagnostic accuracy of underlying Alzheimer's pathology (confirmed by the CSF biomarker
profile). It was also very valuable for completing the diagnostic process in an expedited fashion, which
is essential when anti-amyloid therapy is contemplated. If there is delay, the condition could progress
and any potential to benefit from the therapy could be lost. Obtaining the traditional neuropsychology
assessment would likely have delayed the workup by several months.
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R EIMBURSEMENT
The following CPT codes associated with neuropsychological testing are used to bill for
ISC services. Representative Medicare payments are also shown.
Table 1 CPT codes for ISC assessment used at Dent.
Code

2021 Medicare for Western New York

96132 Neuropsychological testing evaluation
services by physician or other qualified health
care professional, including integration of
patient data, interpretation of standardized test
results and clinical data, clinical decision
making, treatment planning and report and
interactive feedback to the patient, family
member(s) or caregiver(s), when performed;
first hour (31 -90 min)

$128.84

96138 Test administration and scoring by
technician; first 30 minutes (16 – 45 min)

$ 35.55

96139 Psychological or neuropsychological test
administration and scoring by technician, two
or more tests, any method; each additional 30
minutes (46 – 75 min, etc)

$ 35.55

In our experience, all testing lasted longer than 45 minutes but less than one hour, and
warranted billing 96138 and one unit of 96139. When applicable, 96132 was billed as
well. However, clearly normal results did not justify the 31 or more minutes required for
96132. In these cases, there was no reimbursement for this “less than threshold” time,
which was typically only a few minutes spent reviewing results. This applies to the Dent
practice where interpretation of results is done by neuropsychologist and the professional
opinion is later integrated into the case by the neurologist. But alternatively, ISC can be
done in the neurologist’s office, where the interpretation of assessment and clinical
decision making could possibly take more than 31 minutes even in “easier” cases.
The described exclusively “technologist component” encounter is theoretically more
possible in a screening environment in which one would expect far more normal patients
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than when the patient has already been diagnosed by a specialist. In such circumstances,
the financial justification is in part dependent on the margins from the two technical codes
against clinical operating costs and the subscription cost of ISC attributed to each study.
Another aspect to consider is the time and cost saving on the neuropsychology side.
Furthermore, the long term value presented by the diagnosis and faster clinical care of
those patients who otherwise may not receive cognitive evaluation could present the
most significant gain.
The profitability per hour of the technical service component must account for
approximately $71 revenue from billing 96138 and 96139, less technician time, ISC per
study license allocation, and indirect departmental overhead tied to scheduling,
management, facilities, etc. For example, assume an ISC per-click pricing of $30,
technician hourly wage including benefits $25, and indirect overhead 10%, the technical
contribution margin would be approximately $71 - $30 - $25 - $7 = $9. When the
professional code is billed it adds approximately another $128.
Actual costs should be evaluated by individual institutions.
If ISC testing is delivered in an ancillary department that also employs a trained healthcare
provider (HCP), the cost associated with professional oversight must still be covered. This
can be done by leveraging reporting efficiencies of ISC.
To illustrate, consider the following scenario: in one hour a neuropsychologist reviews ISC
results from five normal patients, each requiring 5 minutes to deliver documentation to
the treating neurologist, and one abnormal study that requires 35 minutes to assess,
counsel, and report. In this case, one 96132 unit is billed for that hour, not six, but
compared to not using ISC for data acquisition the workflow is much faster, as normally
it would take longer than one hour to integrate the results and create the report for a
single study. At the same time, a total of six technician administered studies can be billed.
Together, hourly yield for the HCP is improved and six times as many patients can be seen.
Table 2 shows the payer distribution in the 255 cases performed from January through
the end of November. The majority was Medicare insured, and 34% was covered by
regional private payers. Prior authorization was required with only one of the private
companies (2.7% of the cases). Through mid-November 2021 reimbursement was
approved and paid after the majority of ISC assessment, with only three cases rejected.
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Table 2 Payer distribution.
Insurer

Number of
cases

% of
Total

Prior Authorization

Medicare & Medicare Advantage

168

65.9%

Not required

Medicaid & Medicaid Advantage

7

2.7%

Not required

IHA Commercial

24

9.4%

Not required

BC Commercial

43

16.9%

Not required

Univera Commercial

7

2.7%

Required

Other

6

2.4%

Not required

Total

255

100%

E FFECT

OF I NTELLI S PACE

C OGNITION

ON ACCESS T O CARE

Key Points


The number of new MCI-AD patients undergoing cognitive
assessment has increased



Waiting time has decreased for in-person neuropsychology
evaluation



Total volume of cognitive assessments has increased



The volume of in-person evaluation by neuropsychologists was not
significantly affected

At the Dent Neurologic Institute before the introduction of the digital assessment all
neuropsychological evaluation, including for MCI, took place at the neuropsychology
office in the form of an in-person assessment. The ISC tool changed this homogeneous
care delivery by moving the care of the MCI patients to a quasi-virtual clinic. This was
expected to create free capacity for in-office visits, but it also raised the question whether
it would affect negatively the volume of patients seen for in-person evaluations. To
estimate the overall effect of ISC on the neuropsychology clinic (care access and volumes)
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four aspects were investigated: a) the number of new MCI patients receiving cognitive
evaluation, b) the number of patients seen for in-person visits, c) the total volume of the
neuropsychology clinic and d) the waiting time for in-person neuropsychology
assessments.

The number of new MCI-AD patients who receive cognitive assessment has
increased
As shown earlier, it is estimated that the number of patients referred to cognitive testing
doubled with the introduction of ISC, from an average of 16 per month to 32-40 per
month (from 10% to 20-25% of the monthly 160 new MCI visits).

Effect of ISC on the volume of in-person neuropsychology evaluations
The period of September through November was chosen to compare the in-person visit
volumes with prior years – the results are shown in Table 3. This was thought the best
representative period, for two reasons: steady operational volume was reached with the
digital service and outpatient practice was not affected by personal time off or vacation.
We found that the 3-month total volume was 8% higher compared to 2019 and 24% lower
compared to 2020. The latter higher difference may have been caused by unusually high
volumes due to COVID related rebound in the second half of 2020. The 2019-2020 twoyear average for the 3-month period was 110.5, 8% higher than 102 in 2021. This
preliminary data suggests that on average the volumes in the in-person neuropsychology
practice were not reduced by the introduction of digital assessment – in fact, they
increased compared to 2019.
Table 3 Number of patients who underwent in-person (full) neuropsychology evaluation in
September-November period in 2019, 2020 and 2021.
2019

2020

2021

September

35

46

32

October

21

40

31

November

38

41

39

3-month Total

94

127

102

Monthly Average

31

42

34

Neuropsychology total patient volume has increased
Table 4 shows the total patient volume with and without the digital assessment from
August through November 2021, compared with the same period in 2019 and 2020. This
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period was chosen because by then the digital service had reached a steady operational
volume. The in-person numbers do not include other appointment types, such as
counseling or feedback sessions. These visit types were excluded, as their function does
not overlap with ISC. Note that the in-person volumes were relatively low in the month of
August. This is because the offices were closed for part of the month. However, this was
balanced out by adding more digital assessments.
The digital assessment has increased the total patient volume by 146% in this 4 month
period, from 117 to 288. The digital service provided cognitive assessment for 171 patients
who otherwise would have to be on the waiting list for outpatient evaluation or would
not be assessed at all. Utilization of ISC at least doubled the number of new cognitive
assessment each month.
Table 4 Change in total neuropsychology volumes August through November, 2019-2021.
In-person

Digital

Total

Increase by Digital

August

15

52

67

346%

September

32

32

64

100%

October

31

48

79

154%

November

39

39

78

100%

4-month Total

117

171

288

146%

Waiting time has decreased for in-person evaluation by neuropsychologist
In the month of November 2021 an average 38% reduction in waiting time was found
compared to the two prior years, from two-year average of 64.5 days to 40 days, as shown
in Table 5. We attribute this significant decrease to the previously explained triage
function of digital assessment.
Table 5 Change in wait time for in-office neuropsychology evaluation, from order to schedule
Average Wait Time for Outpatient Neuropsychology Evaluation
Number of Days

Difference compared to 2021

November 2019

58.2

31%

November 2020

70.8

43%

November 2021

40

20

In summary, the early experience demonstrates multiple benefits of introducing ISC to the
diagnostic process: at least twice as many suspected MCI patients receive immediate
cognitive assessment than before, accelerating the MCI care. By providing a triage
function, ISC keeps out the “easier” MCI cases from the neuropsychology office. This has
reduced the waiting time for the more extensive in-person assessments, which is a
positive effect that reaches beyond MCI-AD: it creates better access to neuropsychology
for the entire neurological patient population. Furthermore, this initial review indicates
that ISC increases the total volumes of cognitive assessments while does not have a
significant negative effect on the volume of in-person visits.

C ONCLUSION : I NTELLI S PACE C OGNITION

CAN IMPROVE

MCI-AD

CARE
At the Dent Institute the key to the success of routine clinical application of the digital
cognitive assessment was to create a standalone ancillary service (Digital Cognitive
Assessment, DCA) with centralized scheduling and management. Any center with similar
patient volumes should consider this model. While smaller clinics, and especially single
provider offices, could benefit from conducting digital cognitive testing in the neurology
offices, that approach was not successful at Dent; scaling was important and was possible
only by creating the ancillary service model. This model will also allow for seamless growth
of services in the future when ISC will be applied in other diseases.

Increased access to care
The Digital Cognitive Assessment service had a significant positive impact on access to
cognitive testing. The number of monthly referrals from the Memory Clinic has doubled
on average, from 10% to 20-25%. Concurrently, the waiting time for more in-depth inperson neuropsychology assessment has reduced by an average 38% compared to prior
years, due to the triage function of ISC. This has also resulted in an average 146% increase
in the total monthly volume referred to cognitive assessment, while the number of inperson neuropsychology visits have only slightly decreased compared to 2019-2020
average. The decrease was exclusively seen compared to 2020, which could be an effect
of office re-openings in the summer after the first wave of COVID. When compared to
2019, the volume of outpatient visits in 2021 has in fact increased. Similar analysis will
need to be done in the future, but these early findings indicate that ISC has resulted in a
net increase of the neuropsychology care load – contrary to initial fear that it may “hurt”
the service volumes.

Neuropsychology has benefited from digital technology
Based on these findings IntelliSpace Cognition accelerates clinical care, and enhances
neuropsychologists’ value to the neurologists and patients by reducing human error,
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streamlining the workflow and increasing access. Embracing digital cognitive assessment
as an ancillary service model increases testing capacity and saves total costs to payers by
triaging only select patients to full neuropsychological assessment. This will be
increasingly important as more therapies for cognitive disorders are developed.

Clinical value was quickly demonstrated
We have found that the real clinical potential of ISC is met when the digital technology is
combined with a focused review of clinical history and behavioral observations during
testing. Furthermore, as with other quantitative techniques (e.g. MRI-based volumetric
assessment of the brain) IntelliSpace Cognition will likely reveal its strongest contribution
to clinical care in longitudinal evaluation over years. This is expected since ISC implements
standardized tests and provides normative comparison, in the form of digitally stored and
calculated test results. Establishing the premorbid (pre-treatment) cognitive status holds
tremendous potential, even or especially if the baseline cross-sectional assessment does
not immediately affect the neurological treatment plan.
All of this translates to a significant clinical value in the neurology precision diagnostics
and treatment plan, as illustrated by use case scenarios and the case report. This value
will likely be even more visible in the future with the advent of new Alzheimer’s disease
modifying therapies.
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D ISCUSSION
Positioning IntelliSpace Cognition
ISC is positioned in the cognitive assessment market between self-administered screening
tools and comprehensive neuropsychological testing.
Self-screening tools are free or low cost options that help individuals and families become
aware of potential cognitive issues, but are not sufficiently reliable to be used for
professional diagnosis. Versions of these tools administered in the healthcare setting are
an improvement, but generally any unattended assessment introduces a degree of
uncertainty that negatively affect reimbursement valuation and utilization.
Cognitive metrics used by clinicians to manage patients, payers to authorize procedures,
or various stakeholders tied to clinical quality control mandate a measurement process
that is validated and consistent. Neuropsychologist or physician administered testing is
the gold standard for cognitive assessment. Professionals are trained in the nuances of
testing and take into consideration patient conditions that can influence test
results. However, the expense and limited availability for such testing tempers its
utilization.
ISC fills a void by using trained staff to administer validated tests that produce normalized
results along with observational data, while reducing the time required of busy healthcare
providers. This leads to greater capacity to evaluate more patients, while minimizing the
overall cost to the system. Such a solution is critically important to identifying early signs
and emerging treatments for slowing or preventing cognitive decline.

Reimbursement Constraints
The current fee-for-service reimbursement model is sufficient to justify the use of ISC as
an affordable tool to streamline cognitive assessment. Albeit with narrow margins, the
technical reimbursement was shown to cover the cost of the service, as long as an
optimized workflow is implemented. From a quality and capacity perspective, ISC was able
to double the number of cognitive evaluations from the Memory Clinic, accelerated
diagnostic workup, and reduced waiting time for outpatient neuropsychology.
However, much greater upside is possible. First, enabling primary care providers to order
cognitive screening before the specialist sees the patient would ultimately improve
specialist access for appropriate referrals. Preliminary data from this study supports the
use of ISC as a triaging tool that screens out patients and prioritizes rapid access for those
most likely to benefit from memory disorder center services.
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Another impediment of the current reimbursement systems comes into play as digital
cognitive testing moves toward screening larger populations. Screening can be extremely
valuable in the long run by identifying cognitive decline at stages that are likely to be
more responsive to treatment. In such populations, a high percentage of patients will not
require detailed neuropsychologist assessment. However, there is tremendous value in a
neuropsychologist or physician supervising technicians performing data acquisition and
confirming normal results generated from the ISC automated algorithms.

Next Steps
The framework outlined in this paper considered multiple aspects of the cognitive
assessment process, from the viewpoints of many stakeholders (providers, payers,
patients, administrators, and business office personnel). The long term value of ISC in
dementia prevention and care will become better understood through longitudinal
use. This will require monitoring test performance and comparing with clinical course in
both cognitively normal and MCI patients to determine if the short term benefits will
translate to long term.
Further opportunities include:


The clinical and research community will help answer when and how ISC and other
technologies are best deployed within new care pathways that incorporate these
new data points.



More disease specific applications will likely evolve in collaboration between
clinical users, researchers, and developers. For example, a longer baseline
assessment followed by annual or biannual shorter focused evaluations, to monitor
disease progression or therapy, could be impactful in routine neurological care –
not only in MCI and dementia, but in other subspecialties. Payment policy makers
must be involved in the conversation as well, to ensure that the real clinical value
is compensated fairly.



Integration with electronic medical records software could automate report
delivery to the treating physician. However, the current solution of adding the pdf
report to the medical records functions well. Furthermore, connecting ISC to clinical
research databases and platforms can scale its potential in population health and
pharmaceutical research.



Cognitive testing may become similar to other biotelemetry techniques: part of not
just healthcare but regular wellness practices.
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Online versions of existing assessments or completely new tests that could provide
large populations with easy access to cognitive testing, as were shown most
recently at the Clinical Trials on Alzheimer's Disease conference in November 2021.
These tests do not need to be very detailed, but must show through clinical trials
that there is a good correlation with standardized tests and have a good negative
predictive value.



Value based payment models may free providers to create more efficient
workflows and incorporate cognitive screening into wellness visits.



Digital and remote technologies offer the opportunity for transformative changes
in access, scalability and portability, while maximizing the productivity and
availability of in-person office visits.



There may be resistance to digital cognitive assessments by the neuropsychology
community given legacy attempts to replace the neuropsychologist and
neuropsychometric testing with unreliable computerized tests intent on shifting
revenue to corporations. This study demonstrated an ISC implementation model
that would provide reliable clinical value with low operational risk, while preserving
and even expanding the appropriate use of the conventional neuropsychology
practice. Further demonstrations may be necessary.

This review is intended to provide guidance to the successful implementation of
IntelliSpace Cognition, but this knowledge is applicable to other new technologies as well.
Interacting with and learning from experiences of other neurologists, neuropsychologists,
administrators, clinic managers and executives will be crucial to establish best practices.
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